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Abstract
The �eld of theory update has seen some improvement, in what regards updating,
by allowing desired updates to be speci�ed by update programs. The updating of
models is governed by update rules, as well as by inertia applied to those literals
not directly a�ected by the update program. Though this is important, it remains
necessary to tackle too the updating of theories speci�ed by programs. In this
paper we explore logic program updates, namely how to exert inertia on program
rules rather than on the literals of their models. We de�ne program updates and
characterize them semantically, both for the 2-valued and the 3-valued cases. We
also de�ne iterated logic program updating, a crucial notion inasmuch as it allows
us to conceive what it is to successively update one program by another, and so to
prescribe the evolution of knowledge bases by means of updates.

Keywords: Nonmonotonic reasoning, Updates

1 Introduction and Motivation

When dealing with modi�cations to a knowledge base represented by a propositional
theory, two kinds of abstract frameworks have been distinguished both by Keller
and Winslett in [8] and by Katsuno and Mendelzon in [7]. One, theory revision,
deals with incorporating new knowledge about a static world. The other deals with
changing worlds, and is known as theory update. In this work, we are concerned with
theory update only, and, in particular, within the framework of logic programming.

A key insight into the issue of updating theories is due to Winslett [14], who
showed that one must consider the e�ect of an update in each of the states of the
world that are consistent with our current knowledge of its state. Following this
approach, most of the work to date concerns the updating of models on a one by
one basis [11][13][4]. The common intuition behind the update of a model has been
based on what is referred to as the commonsense law of inertia, i.e. things do
not change unless they are expressly made to, in this case that the truth value of
each element of the model to be updated should remain the same unless explicitly
changed by the update. Suppose, for example, that we have a model in which
�sunshine� is true and �rain� is false; if later we receive the information that the
sun is no longer shining, we conclude that �sunshine� is false, due to the update,
and that �rain� is still false by inertia.

Suppose now that our vision of the world is described instead by a logic program
and we want to update it. Is updating each of its models enough? Is all the



information borne by a logic program contained within its set of models? The
answer to both these questions is negative. A logic program encodes more than the
set of its individual models. It encodes the relationships between the elements of a
model, which are lost if we envisage updates simply on a model by model basis, as
proposed in [7].

To show that a logic program encodes more than its set of models, consider the
following situation:

Example 1 Consider program P stating that someone is a paci�st and that a paci-

�st is a reasonable person:

P : reasonable pacifist; pacifist :

whose only stable model is M = fpacifist; reasonableg. Later on, an update pro-

gram (originally introduced in [11] under the name of revision program) states that

we're at war, and that a state of war will make that person no longer a paci�st:

U : out(pacifist) in(war); in(war) :

According to [11] and model updating we obtain as the single update of M the model

MU = fwar; reasonableg, to the e�ect that, although we know that the person is not

a paci�st, he/she is still considered a reasonable person. But looking at the program

and at the update program, we arguably conclude that MU doesn't represent the

intended meaning of the update of P by U for a commonsensical reasoner: Since

\reasonable" was true because \pacifist" was true, the removal of \pacifist" should

make one expect \reasonable" to become false. The intended update model of the

example presumably is M
0

U = fwarg. }

Why are we obtaining this somewhat unintuitive result? To answer this question
we must �rst consider the role of inertia in updates.

Newton's �rst law, also known as the law of inertia, states that: �every body

remains at rest or moves with constant velocity in a straight line, unless it is com-

pelled to change that state by an unbalanced force acting upon it� (adapted from
[12]). One often tends to interpret this law in a commonsensical way, as things
keeping as they are unless some kind of force is applied to them. This is true but
it doesn't exhaust the meaning of the law. It is the result of all applied forces that
governs the outcome. Take a body to which several forces are applied, and which is
in a state of equilibrium due to those forces canceling out. Later one of those forces
is removed and the body starts to move.

The same kind of behaviour presents itself when updating programs. Before
obtaining the truth value, by inertia, of those elements not directly a�ected by
the update program, one should verify whether the truth of such elements is not
indirectly a�ected by the updating of other elements.

Going back to the example, before stating that \reasonable" is true by inertia,
since it wasn't directly a�ected by the update program, we should verify that since
the person is no longer a paci�st, there is no way to prove \reasonable" and therefore
its truth value should no longer be `true'.

Another way to view program updating, and in particular the role of inertia,
is to say that the rules of the initial program carry over to the updated program,
due to inertia, instead of the truth of literals, just in case they aren't overruled by
the update program. Once again this should be so because the rules encode more
information than their models.



This approach was �rst adopted in [10], under a two-valued semantics, where
the authors present a program transformation which, given an initial program and
an update program, produces an updated program obeying rule inertia.

In this paper we start by generalizing the transformation and semantical char-
acterization of [10] to the case where the initial program is of the same kind as
the update program i.e. capable of expressing negative information in rule conclu-
sion. Then, in section 4, we introduce the notion of iterated update programming:
Suppose knowledge is represented by an initial program (possibly empty) and a
sequence of update programs. Iterated update programming allows us to represent
the evolution of that knowledge, characterizing it after each update. In section 5,
we extend logic program updating to the case where a partial stable semantics is
used. Finally, in section 6, we conclude and elaborate on future developments.

2 Preliminary De�nitions

The following de�nitions will be needed in the subsequent sections.

De�nition 1 (Three-valued interpretation) A three-valued interpretation M

of a language L is any set

T [ not F

where T and F are disjoint subsets of L.

The set T contains all ground atoms which are true in M , the set F contains

all ground atoms which are false in M . The truth value of the remaining atoms is

unknown (or unde�ned). Two-valued interpretations are a special case of 3-valued

ones, for which T [ F = L is further imposed. }

Proposition 1 Any interpretation M = T [ not F can equivalently be viewed as a

function M : L ! V where V =
�
0; 1

2
; 1
	
, de�ned by:

M(A) =

8<
:

0 if not A 2M

1 if A 2M
1

2
otherwise }

Based on this function we can de�ne a truth valuation of formulae.

De�nition 2 (Truth valuation) If M is an interpretation, the truth valuation

M̂ corresponding to M is a function M̂ : C ! V where C is the set of all formulae

of the language recursively de�ned as follows:

-if A is a ground atom then M̂(A) = M(A).

-if S is a formula then M̂(not S) = 1�M(S).

-if S and V are formulae then:

� M̂((S; V )) = min(M̂(S); M̂(V )).

� M̂(L S) = 1 if M̂(S) � M̂(L), and 0 otherwise. }

As in [10], in order to translate update programs ([11]) written in a language
L into logic programs, we extend L with explicit negation :. The next de�nition
relates interpretations of this extended language with interpretations of L.

De�nition 3 (Interpretation Restriction) Given a language L that does not

contain explicit negation :, let M: = TM
:

[ not FM
:

1 be an interpretation, of the

1When dealing with total interpretations, M can be more simply represented by just the literals

that are true in it.



language L: obtained by augmenting L with the set E = f:A : A 2 Lg. We de�ne

the corresponding restricted interpretation as M = TM [not FM , of L, where TM =

fA : A 2 TM
:

and A 2 Lg and FM = fA : A 2 FM
:

and A 2 Lg. Additionally we

de�ne an objective literal of L: as being an atom A or its explicit negation :A. }

The translation of update programs into extended logic programs follows:

De�nition 4 (Translation of UPs into LPs) Let UP be an update program (or

revision program as designated in [11]) in the language L. Its translation into an
extended logic program U in the language L: is obtained from UP by replacing

each update rule (r) by the corresponding rule (r') where:

�
If r is of the form in(p) in(q1); :::; in(qm); out(s1); :::; out(sn)

then r' is of the form p q1; :::qm; not s1; :::; not sn

�
If r is of the form out(p) in(q1); :::; in(qm); out(s1); :::; out(sn)

then r' is of the form :p q1; :::qm; not s1; :::; not sn }

From now onwards, and unless otherwise stated, whenever we refer to an up-
date program we mean its (reversible) translation into an extended logic program
according to the previous de�nition. Notice that such programs do not contain
explicitly negated atoms in the body of its rules. In fact, although de�ned in the
language L:, the use of explicit negation in these programs is limited for we will
be concerned only with the models of the restricted language L. For this reason,
we will dub these programs normal logic programs. Also, and to prepare for fur-
ther generalization, we allow for the initial program to be of the same form of the
translated update program. In [1] we de�ned iterative updates for programs under
stable model semantics and allowing for default negation in heads of rules.

3 Updating Logic Programs under Answer-Set Semantics

To achieve the rule inertia mentioned in the Introduction, we start by de�ning the
subprogram of the initial program containing the rules that persist in the updated
program. We use this program together with the update program to characterize
the desired models resulting from the update, i.e. the program-justi�ed updates.
Afterwards, we present a joint program transformation of the initial and update
programs, which includes also inertia rules, to produce an updated program whose
models are exactly the required program-justi�ed updates. Answer-sets semantics
of extended logic programs [6] will be used to de�ne the models of programs.

3.1 <P,U>-Justi�ed Updates

The <P,U>-justi�ed updates are the set of interpretations that characterize the
update of a normal logic program P by an update program U . To obtain them we
start by de�ning a sub-program of the initial program.

De�nition 5 (Inertial Sub-Program) Let P be a normal logic program in the

language L:, U an update program in the language L: and M: an interpretation

of L:. Let:

Rejected(M:; P; U) = fL body 2 P : M̂:(body) = 1

and 9:L body0 2 U : M̂:(body
0) = 1 g

(1)

where L is an objective literal. The Inertial Sub-Program Pinertial(M:; P; U) is:

Pinertial(M:; P; U) = P �Rejected(M:; P; U) } (2)



Intuitively, the rules that belong to Rejected(M:; P; U) are those that belong to
the initial program but, although their body is still veri�ed by the interpretation,
there is an update rule that overrides them, by contravening their conclusion.

De�nition 6 (<P,U>-Justi�ed Updates) Let P be a normal logic program and

U an update program, both in the language L:. Let M be an interpretation of the

language L. M is a <P,U>-Justi�ed Update of P updated by U , i� there is an

interpretation M: of L: such that M: is an answer-set of ](M:; P; U), where

](M:; P; U) = Pinertial(M:; P; U) + U } (3)

Notice that the new de�nition of program-justi�ed update doesn't depend on
any initial model. Once again this is because inertia applies to rules and not model
literals.

The following example will illustrate the rôle played by Rejected(M:; P; U)

when determining the <P,U>-Justi�ed Updates.

Example 2 Consider P and U from Example 1. Let's check whether M 0

U = fwarg

is a <P,U>-justi�ed update. M 0

U is the restriction of M 0

:U = fwar;:pacifistg.

Since

Rejected(M 0

:U
; P; U) = fpacifist g ; ](M 0

:U
; P; U) = P + U � fpacifist g

M 0

:U is an answer-set of ](M 0

:U ; P; U) and so M 0

U is a <P,U>-justi�ed update.

The model MU = freasonable; warg, being an update of the only answer-set

of P , determined according to interpretation updating, is not a <P,U>-justi�ed

update. Intuitively, it should not be one because the truth value of \reasonable"

should be determined by the evaluation of rule reasonable pacifist, of P , on the

strength of the truth of \pacifist" in the updated model, and therefore false. MU is

the restriction of M:U = freasonable; war;:pacifistg. We have that

Rejected(M:U ; P; U) = fpacifist g ; ](M:U ; P; U) = P + U � fpacifist g

and M:U since not an answer-set of ](M:U ; P; U), MU is not a <P,U>-justi�ed

update. }

3.1.1 Properties of <P,U>-Justi�ed Updates

Given the de�nition of <P,U>-justi�ed updates we can demonstrate the following
properties:

Theorem 1 Let Q be a normal logic program in the language L:, and ; an empty

program. Then the answer-sets of Q are exactly any of: the <Q,;>-justi�ed updates;

the <;,Q>-justi�ed updates; the <Q,Q>-justi�ed updates. }

Theorem 2 (Associativity of Updates) Let P , Q and R be three normal logic

programs in the language L:. Let ](M:; P; U) be the program obtained as per

Def.6, corresponding to the update of P by U given M:, where M: is an inter-

pretation of L:. If P updated by Q (resp. Q updated by R) has at least one

<P,Q>-justi�ed update (resp. <Q,R>-justi�ed update) then M: is an answer-set

of the program ] (M:;] (M:; P;Q) ; R) i� M: is an answer-set of the program

] (M:; P;] (M:; Q;R)). }



3.2 Update Transformation of a Normal Program

Next we present a program transformation that produces an updated program from
an initial program and an update program. The answer-sets of the updated program
so obtained will be exactly the <P,U>-justi�ed updates, according to Theorem 3
below. The updated program can then be used to compute them.

De�nition 7 (Update transformation of a normal program) Given an up-

date program U in the language L:. For a logic program P in the language L:,

its updated program PU with respect to U , written in the extended language L: +�
A0;: A0; AU ;:AU : A 2 L

	
is obtained via the operations:

- All rules of U and P belong to PU subject to the changes:

� in the head of every rule of PU originated in U replace objective literal L by

a new objective literal LU ;

� in the head of every rule of PU originated in P replace atom A (resp. :A) by

a new atom A0 (resp : A0);

-Include in PU , for every atom A in L, the de�ning rules:

A A0; not :AU ; A AU ;

:A : A0; not AU ; :A :AU : }
(4)

The above assumes that in the language L: there are no symbols of the form
A0, : A0, AU and :AU . The de�ning rules establish that, after the update, a literal
is either implied by inertia or forced by an update rule.

Example 3 Consider the P and U of Example 2. The updated program PU of P

by U is (where the rules for A stand for all their ground instances):

pacifist0  ; warU  ; A A0; not :AU ;

reasonable0  pacifist; A AU ; :A : A0; not AU ;

:pacifistU  war; :A :AU :

whose only answer-set (modulo A0, AU and explicitly negated atoms) is M1 =

fwarg, coinciding with the only <P,U>-justi�ed update determined in Example

2. }

The following theorem establishes the relationship between the models of the
update transformation of a program and its <P,U>-justi�ed updates.

Theorem 3 (Correctness of the update transformation) Let P be a normal

logic program in the language L: and U an update program in the language L:.

Modulo any primed, LU and explicitly negated literals, the answer-sets of the updated

program PU are exactly the <P,U>-Justi�ed Updates of P updated by U . }

4 Iterated Updates

What happens if we want to update a programmore than once? Since the de�nitions
in the previous section apply only to programs without explicit negation in the body
of their rules, and updated programs obtained via Def.7 include such negations in
the body of inertia rules, those de�nitions cannot be used to update previously
updated programs.



But if we take a closer look at the rôle of inertia rules, as well as the intuitive
characterization of justi�ed updates, we realize that inertia rules don't need to be
updated. Indeed, given a sequence of update programs to be applied to an initial
program (which, as we've seen in theorem 1, can itself be envisaged as an update
program applied to the empty program), the justi�ed updates should be answer-sets
of a program composed of the rules of the last update program, together with some
rules from each of the previous update programs, that haven't been overriden by
a subsequent update. Equally, to construct a program whose answer-sets are the
justi�ed updates, we might just use the rules of each update program, together with
some rules enacting inertia from one stage to the next.

In this section we will generalize the notions presented in the previous one to
the case where we have a sequence of update programs. For this we start with a
de�nition, allowing us to �time-stamp� updates.

De�nition 8 (State Set) Let the State Set T be an initial sequence of natural

numbers T = f0; 1; 2; :::; ng. We call the members of T states, and the �rst element

0 the initial state. }

4.1 S-justi�ed Updates

We now characterize the set of interpretations that should be accepted as justi�ed
updates, at any given state, in a sequence of updates. They are called the S-justi�ed
updates. Like for <P,U>-justi�ed updates, we start by de�ning the set of rules, of
each update program, that should persist up to some state under consideration.

De�nition 9 (Inertial Sub-Program of state t1 at state t) Consider an or-

dered sequence S = fUt : t 2 Tg, indexed by T , of update logic programs Ut in

the language L:, and M: an interpretation of L:. Let:

Rejected(M:; t1; t) =
[

t1<t2�t

Rejectedi(M:; t1; t2) (5)

Rejectedi(M:; t1; t2) = fL body 2 Ut1 : M̂:(body) = 1

and 9:L body0 2 Ut2 : M̂:(body
0) = 1g

(6)

where L is an objective literal. We then de�ne the Inertial Sub-Program of state t1
at state t, U inertial(M:; t1; t) as:

U inertial
(M:; t1; t) = Ut1 �Rejected(M:; t1; t) } (7)

Note that Rejected(M:; t; t) = fg and so U inertial(M:; t; t) = Ut.
Intuitively, the rules for some literal L that belong to Rejected(M:; t1; t) are

those that belong to Ut1 and, although their body is still veri�ed by the model, there
is a rule of a subsequent update program that overrides them, by contravening their
conclusion.

De�nition 10 (S-Justi�ed Updates at a given state t) Consider an ordered

sequence S = fUt : t 2 Tg, indexed by T , of update logic programs Ut in the language

L:, with smallest element Ut0 , and M an interpretation of L. M is a S-Justi�ed
Update at a given state t i� there is an interpretation M: of L: such that M: is

an answer-set of ]S(t), where

]S(t) =
[
ti�t

�
U inertial

(M:; ti; t)
�

(8)

and ti 2 T , if there is a non-contradictory S-justi�ed update at every state ti,

t0 � ti � t. Otherwise there is no S-justi�ed update at state t. }



Intuitively, if M: is an answer-set of the program consisting of the rules from
the update program at state t, together with every rule belonging to a program
of a previous state whose conclusion has not been contravened by a rule of a sub-
sequent update program (up to t). The non-contradictoriness condition for every
previous state ensures that we reached state t without passing a contradictory state.
Addressing contradiction is beyond the scope of this work.

Note that if a rule is rejected by some rule, which itself is subsequently rejected,
there is no need to reinstate the original rule because the rule rejecting the rejector
rule takes it place.

Theorem 4 Let S = fU0; :::; Ung be an ordered sequence of update logic programs

Un in the language L:, with smallest element U0. If there is at least one S-justi�ed

update at state n�1 then the S-justi�ed updates at state n are exactly the <]S(n�

1),Un>-justi�ed updates. }

Corollary 1 (Generalization of <P,U>-justi�ed updates) Let P and U be

update programs in the language L:. Let T = f0; 1g and S = fU0; U1g such that

U0 = P and U1 = U . Then an interpretation M is an S-justi�ed update at state 1

i� it is a <P,U>-justi�ed update. }

4.2 Iterated Update Transformation

Next we de�ne a transformation which, given a sequence of update logic programs,
produces a �nal logic program. It does so by introducing inertia rules to `link'
the intermediate programs in the given sequence. The �nal program, together with
de�ning rules as will be seen below, has exactly as its models the S-justi�ed Updates
of the update sequence.

De�nition 11 (Iterated Program Updates) Let S = fUt : t 2 Tg be an or-

dered sequence of update logic programs Ut, indexed by T , in the language L:,

with smallest element Ut0 . The Iterated Update Program PS de�ned by S, in the

extended language L�
:
= L: +

�
At;: At; A

U
t ;: AU

t : A 2 L; t 2 T
	
is obtained via

the operations:

- All rules of Ut 2 S belong to PS except that in the head of every rule one

replaces atom A (resp. :A) by a new atom AU
t (resp : AU

t );

- Include in PS, for every atom A of L, and for any t > t0, the de�ning rules:

At  At�1; not : AU
t ; At  AU

t ;

: At  : At�1; not A
U
t ; : At  : AU

t :
(9)

- Include in PS, for every atom A of L, the rules:

At0  AU
t0

and : At0  : AU
t0
} (10)

The above de�nition assumes that in the language L: there are no symbols of
the form At, : At, A

U
t and : AU

t . Note that PS does not contain any rules for
atoms of L:, i.e. neither A nor :A appear in the heads of the rules of PS .

Now, to �nd out what is the result of the updates up to a given state t, we add
the �current state� de�ning rules, to obtain the program at a given state t:

De�nition 12 (Iterated Update Program at a current state t) Consider a

non-contradictory iterated update program PS. The Iterated Update Program at a



given current state t 2 T , PS(t), is the program PS augmented with the current
state de�ning rules:

A At and :A : At (11)

for all A 2 L, if PS(r) is non-contradictory for all r 2 T; r < t. Otherwise PS(t) is

not de�ned. }

Example 4 Let S = fU1; U2; U3g be an ordered sequence of programs such that:

U1 : pacifist ; U2 : :pacifist war; U3 ::war  :

reasonable pacifist: war  :

The iterated update program PS is the logic program (where the rules for A stand

for all their ground instances and t=2,3):

pacifistU
1
 ; : warU

3
 ; At  At�1; not : AU

t ;

reasonableU
1
 pacifist; A1  AU

1
; : At  : At�1; not A

U
t ;

: pacifistU
2
 war; : A1  : AU

1
; At  AU

t ;

warU
2
 ; : At  : AU

t :

The iterated update program at a given current state t is PS together with the

current state de�ning rules (11), so that PS(1) has the single answer-set M1 =

fpacifist; reasonableg, PS(2) has the single answer-set M2 = fwarg, and PS(3)

has the single answer-set M3 = fpacifist; reasonableg(all answer-sets are modulo

irrelevant elements). Note that since after U3 there is no longer a state of war, the

rule \:pacifist  war" of U2 has no e�ect and the truth value of \pacifist" is

determined solely by the rule "pacifist " of U1. }

The following theorem establishes that iterated program updates generalize pro-
gram updates.

Theorem 5 (Generalization of Program Updates) Let P and U be update

programs in the language L:. Let T = f0; 1g and let U0 = P and U1 = U . Then

the iterated update program PS(1) at state t = 1 is semantically equivalent to the

updated program PU of P by U , i.e. for every answer-set M: of PS(1) there is ex-

actly an answer-set M 0

:
of PU such that M = M 0, conversely, for every answer-set

M 0

:
of PU there is exactly an answer-set M: of PS(1) such that M 0 = M . }

The next theorem establishes the relationship between the iterated program and
the S-justi�ed updates at a given state t.

Theorem 6 (Correctness of the iterated UP at a state t) Given an ordered

sequence S = fUt : t 2 Tg of update logic programs Ut in the language L:, with

smallest element Ut0 . Restricted to L, the answer-sets of the iterated update program

at a given current state t, are exactly the S-justi�ed updates at state t. }

5 Updating Normal Logic Programs under Partial Stable Se-

mantics

In this section we extend the notions of logic program updating to the case where a
partial stable semantics is used. To bring out the implications of such an extension
in a simple way, it will be just presented for the case of normal logic programs,
and of a single update. The extension to the iterated case, is similar to the one
presented in the previous section.



As will be seen, we need only extend the characterization of <P,U>-justi�ed
updates. The update transformation used before for normal logic programs is valid
for the three-valued case simply by using the partial stable semantics to compute
models. For simplicity, we represent 3-valued interpretations as sets of objective
and default literals.

5.1 Three-valued <P,U>-Justi�ed Updates

The characterization of <P,U>-justi�ed updates will have to su�er a modi�cation
to allow for partial iterpretations and models. To better understand the need for
such modi�cations, and the intuition behind them, consider a very simple example:

Example 5 Initial program P and update program U (next to each rule of U we

exhibit the original update rule):

P : a : U : :a c; [out(a) in(c)]

c not c: [in(c) out(c)]

Any 3-valued U-justi�ed update (as in [4]) of M = fag should be a 3-valued <P,U>-

justi�ed update as well because P contains just facts. According to [4], M = fg is

the only 3-valued U-justi�ed update i.e., both a and c are unde�ned. Looking at

the rules of both P and U we note the impossibility of having a partial stable model

(PSM) where a is unde�ned, of a program composed of those rules. This is so

because having :a unde�ned doesn't a�ect the truth value of a. }

The previous example suggests that the characterization of 3-valued <P,U>-
justi�ed updates can no longer be made to depend on a composition of the rules of
P and U alone. We will have, under certain conditions, to explicitly unde�ne some
objective literals. Informally, this should be done whenever a literal L is true due
to a rule of P but :L is unde�ned due to a rule of U . Formally:

De�nition 13 (Three-valued Inertial Sub-Program) Let P be a normal logic

program in the language L:, U an update program in the language L: and M: =

hTM
:

; FM
:

i a 3-valued interpretation of L:. Let:

Rejected(M:; P; U) = fL body 2 P : M̂:(body) = 1

and 9:L body0 2 U : M̂:(body
0) 6= 0 g

(12)

where L is an objective literal. We de�ne Three-valued Inertial Sub-Program
Pinertial(M:; P; U) as:

Pinertial(M:; P; U) = P �Rejected(M:; P; U) } (13)

Intuitively, the rules for some L that belong to Rejected(M:; P; U) are those
that belong to the initial program but, although their body is still veri�ed by the
interpretation, there is an update rule that overrides them, by either truthifying or
unde�ning its complementary literal.

Now we de�ne the set of literals that are to be explicitly unde�ned:

De�nition 14 (Unde�ning Rules) Let P be a normal logic program in the lan-

guage L:, U an update program in the language L: and M: = hTM
:

; FM
:

i a 3-

valued interpretation of L:. The set of Unde�ning Rules, Undefining(M:; P; U)

is:

Undefining(M:; P; U) = fL u : L body 2 Rejected(M:; P; U)

and @:L body0 2 U : M̂:(body
0) = 1 g }

(14)



Undefining(M:; P; U) contains rules to unde�ne precisely those literals L such
that there is an update rule unde�ning its complementary literal :L, and none
truthifying it, which are required to reject rules for L. Recall that u stands for the
propositional symbol with the property of being unde�ned in every interpretation.
Finally, the three-valued <P,U>-justi�ed updates are de�ned as:

De�nition 15 (3-valued <P,U>-Justi�ed Updates) Let P be a normal logic

program and U an update program, both in the language L:. Let M be a 3-valued

interpretation of the language L. M is a 3-valued <P,U>-Justi�ed Update of P

updated by U , i� there is an interpretation M: of L: such that M: is a partial

stable model of ](M:; P; U), where

](M:; P; U) = U + Pinertial(M:; P; U) + Undefining(M:; P; U) } (15)

The next example shows the rôle played by Undefining(M:; P; U) when deter-
mining the 3-valued <P,U>-Justi�ed Updates.

Example 6 Consider the program P of the paci�st situation of Example 1 but

where now the update U states that it is not clear whether we're at war or at peace,

and that a state of war will make that person no longer a paci�st:

P : pacifist ; U : :pacifist war;

reasonable pacifist: peace not war;

war  not peace:

Intuitively, examining the two 2-valued <P,U>-justi�ed updates:

M1 = fpacifist; reasonable; peace; not warg

M2 = fnot pacifist; not reasonable; not peace; warg

one should expect the interpretation M3 = fg to be a 3-valued <P,U>-justi�ed

update. Let's check if it is so. M3 is the restriction of M:3 = fg. Since the

truth value of war in the rule :pacifist war is not false, we have that the rule

pacifist should be rejected, i.e.

Rejected(M:3; P; U) = fpacifist g

Now, we have to include an unde�ning rule for pacifist just in case there aren't

any rules in U for :pacifist with a true body. Since that is the case we have

Undefining(M:3; P; U) = fpacifist ug

and we obtain the program:

](M:3; P; U) : pacifist u; :pacifist war;

reasonable pacifist; peace not war;

war  not peace:

Since M:3 is a PSM of ](M:3; P; U), M3 is a 3-valued <P,U>-justi�ed update. }

The theorem below shows that the (2-valued) <P,U>-justi�ed updates are a
special case of the 3-valued <P,U>-justi�ed updates:

Theorem 7 (Generalization of <P,U>-justi�ed updates) Whenever dealing

with total interpretations, the 3-valued <P,U>-justi�ed update de�nition reduces to

that of (2-valued) <P,U>-justi�ed update. }



The 3-valued <P,U>-justi�ed updates can be determined from the updated
program constructed from the initial program and the update program, as per Def.
7, if we consider its partial stable models (or WFSX models[3]).

Example 7 Take P and U of Ex.6. The updated program PU of P by U is (where

the rules for A stand for all their ground instances):

pacifist0  ; peaceU  not war; A A0; not :AU ;

reasonable0  pacifist; warU  not peace; :A : A0; not AU ;

:pacifistU  war; A AU ; :A :AU :

whose partial stable models (modulo A0, AU and explicitly negated atoms) are:

M1 = fpacifist; reasonable; peace; not warg M3 = fg

M2 = fnot pacifist; not reasonable; not peace; warg

coinciding with the three 3-valued <P,U>-justi�ed updates determined in ex.6. }

The following theorem establishes the relationship between the partial stable
models of the update transformation of a program and its 3-valued <P,U>-justi�ed
updates.

Theorem 8 (Correctness of the update transformation) Let P be a normal

logic program and U an update program, both in the language L:. Modulo any

primed, LU and explicitly negated literals, the partial stable models of the updated

program PU are exactly the 3-valued <P,U>-Justi�ed Updates of P updated by U . }

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Throughout this paper we have motivated and formalized the generalization of the
notion of updates to the case where we want to update programs instead of just
their models. We have shown that since a program encodes more information than
a set of models, the law of inertia should be applied to rules instead of to model
literals, as had been done so far. We presented a transformation which, given an
initial program and an update program, generates the desired updated program.
This was achieved both for the stable as well as for the partial stable semantics.
Another important result set forth in this work is the extension to the case where
we want to update a given program more than once, i.e. iterated updating. This is
important inasmuch as it allows us to conceive what it is to successively update one
program by another, and so to de�ne the evolution of knowledge bases by means of
updates2.

Program updating is a new and crucial notion deserving future foundational
work and opening up a whole new range of applications and problems such as:

Software speci�cation: One of the major tasks in the software industry is the
updating of software. This process would be made much easier if we could just
simply specify the update i.e. the parts of the program speci�c to the new version,
and automatically generate the updated version.

Generalize the scope of update rules: Just as interpretation updates were
extended to updating by means of arbitrary inference rules [13], logic program
updating should also be generalized, possibly using super logic programs [5].

2For a generalization of the results presented here for the case of extended (with explicit nega-

tion) logic programs, the reader is referred to [9].



Reasoning about the past: Since no information is lost during the update
process, i.e. after any iteration we can still characterize any previous state, we can
use this framework to reason about the past in various ways:

- The scope of update rules could be extended to allow for updates to depend
on some past state. This would be done by allowing the body of update rules to
refer to previous states, thus increasing the expressibility of updates.

- The iterated updated program at state t can be used to directly determine
what might have happened in the past with present knowledge. This could be done
by checking the truth value of atoms At1 and : At1 where t1 refers to the previous
state we want reason about.

Self updates Throughout this work we assumed that updates were externally
driven. This need not be so. We could allow for internal self updating. This would
be of the form of update rules scheduled to be triggered at some state, under certain
conditions. Informally, an example of such kind of self update rules would be:

up [in(L) in(L1); out(L2)] in(L3); out(L4)

with the intended meaning of: if at state t in(L3); out(L4) is veri�ed, perform the
update in(L) in(L1); out(L2) at state t+ 1.

Improved expressibility could be obtained by combining these self updates with
the externally driven ones. A simple application example of this combination would
be the modeling of an automata receiving external input by means of an update,
changing its state by means of a self update, and performing some output. By al-
lowing internal self update rules one opens up the concept of self-evolving programs,
that could be used to model arti�cial life.

Dealing with contradiction: Contradiction may have its origin at several stages
of the update process: both the program to be updated and the update program
may be contradictory, and even if they are both non-contradictory, the updated
program may be so. One might apply well known contradiction avoidance/removal
techniques [2][3] to updates. Furthermore updates should be generalized to include
integrity constraints.

Also updates could be used as a means to remove contradiction. Note that the
update of a contradictory program need not necessarily be contradictory.

Reasoning about actions: Updates pave the way for the dynamics of logic
programming as opposed to its statics which has received most attention till now.
Areas such as temporal databases, production systems, event calculus and situation
calculus can bene�t and be fertilized by this updates theory.
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